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I. INTRODUCTION

In Miller v. Alabama,1 the Supreme Court of the United States ruled that “the Eighth Amendment forbids a sentencing scheme that mandates life in prison without possibility of parole for juvenile offenders.”2 Rendered in June 2012, this decision struck down twenty-eight state laws and one federal law requiring mandatory life sentences for juveniles convicted of homicide offenses.3 Since the Miller decision was handed down, thirteen of these twenty-eight states—including Florida—have passed legislation setting a minimum number of years to which a juvenile convicted of such offenses can be sentenced.4 Most of these laws still allow a judge to sentence a juvenile to life without parole “as long as the sentence is imposed through individual review.”5

The Miller decision followed a string of cases decided by the Supreme Court that affected juvenile sentencing practices. In 2005, the Court ruled in Roper v. Simmons6 that death sentences for juveniles are cruel and unusual punishment, thus beginning a “children are different”7
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2. Id. at 2469.
4. Id.
5. Id. But some of these laws, including Florida’s, as discussed in Part V, greatly limit a judge’s discretion in sentencing options even with individualized review. For further discussion and examples of individual state legislation passed in the wake of Miller, see id.
approach in Eighth Amendment jurisprudence. The Court continued with this approach in 2010 in *Graham v. Florida*, in which the Court ruled that life without parole sentences for juveniles convicted of non-homicide offenses constitutes cruel and unusual punishment.

Until 2014, Florida courts had no guidance on how to sentence juveniles in accordance with *Graham* and *Miller*. No legislation had been passed to change mandatory sentences for juveniles convicted as adults. In particular, the law remained that anyone—including juveniles charged as adults—convicted of first-degree murder faced a mandatory sentence of death or life without parole. This was so despite the fact that both such sentences had been ruled unconstitutional. Courts throughout the state handed down either illegal or unconstitutional sentences, and varied greatly in how they did so. Courts further faced the dilemma of what to do with the more than 250 people who had been sentenced to life without parole as juveniles before these decisions were rendered.

The 2014 legislative session finally brought guidance to courts on how to sentence juveniles in accordance with *Graham* and *Miller*. Under threat of action by the court system, the Legislature passed House Bill...
2016] Stifling the Shot at a Second Chance

7035, amending Florida Statute Section 775.082, which provides penalties for criminal offenses. The amended section provides that juveniles can only be sentenced to life without parole after a mandatory sentencing hearing, with guidelines for such sentencing hearings laid out in newly-created Florida Statute Section 921.1401. The amended Florida Statute Section 775.082 also provides minimum penalties for youth convicted of various offenses. Additionally, some youth are eligible to appear before a judge again for a sentence review, the procedure for which is outlined in the new Florida Statute Section 921.1402, also created by House Bill 7035. The measures laid out by House Bill 7035 were to apply prospectively, but provided no relief to those already sentenced.

Although House Bill 7035 finally provided a technically constitutional sentencing option for juveniles convicted of serious crimes, Florida lawmakers missed the mark of the mandate of Graham and Miller and wasted an opportunity to embrace the Supreme Court’s “children are different” reasoning. The Legislature could have taken, but did not, the opportunity to provide youth with second chances. This Article argues that House Bill 7035 does not comport with the spirit of Graham and Miller, decisions that focused on mandatory sentencing schemes that precluded a judge from taking into account a juvenile offender’s youth and other factors relating to the juvenile’s age.

Part II of this Article provides a brief history of juvenile sentencing and the Eighth Amendment jurisprudence that led to the invalidation of mandatory life without parole sentences for juveniles. Part III describes the Court’s decisions in Graham and Miller and discusses the struggles faced by the states as they attempt to implement these decisions. Part IV examines Florida’s struggle to implement Graham and Miller and Florida’s legislative response to these decisions. Part V analyzes House Bill 7035 under Graham and Miller and discusses the possible application of the law. Part VI describes what Florida could have done differently.

and makes predictions and recommendations for the future of juvenile sentencing.

II. HISTORY

A. Superpredator Theory and Juvenile Sentencing Laws

Many juvenile offenders were subjected to lengthy adult sentencing terms because of the “superpredator” fear that developed in the 1980s and 1990s. The phenomenon of charging and punishing juveniles as adults was a new development in the late twentieth century. Gaining popularity in the early 1990s, the superpredator theory “predicted a wave of juvenile violent crime in the following decade.” Social scientists promulgated the idea that a “new breed” of violent, remorseless youth, “born of crack-addled mothers and absent fathers,” would be responsible for this surge in juvenile crime. The theory gained popularity in the media and incited panic in the wake of several “highly publicized heinous crimes committed by juvenile offenders.”

In reaction to this theory, many states began treating juvenile offenders “as if they were adults.” Forty-eight states increased the sanctions for juveniles convicted of violent offenses between 1992 and


25. See BRYAN STEVENSON, JUST MERCY: A STORY OF JUSTICE AND REDEMPTION 157 (2014) (“In an earlier era, if you were thirteen or fourteen when you committed a crime, you would find yourself in the adult system with a lengthy sentence only if the crime was unusually high-profile—or committed by a black child against a white person in the South.”); Branded For Life: Florida’s Prosecution of Children as Adults Under Its “Direct File” Statute, HUMAN RTS. WATCH (Apr. 10, 2014), https://www.hrw.org/report/2014/04/10/branded-life/floridas-prosecution-children-adults-under-its-direct-file-statute [hereinafter Branded For Life] (“Prior to the 1980s, and consistent with the preference for treating children in the juvenile court, such waivers [of juveniles into adult court] were rarely used.”).


27. Echoes of the Superpredator, supra note 24. The social scientists that promoted this theory linked the predicated rise of the “superpredators” in part with the crack cocaine boom of the 1980s. JAMES C. HOWELL, PREVENTING AND REDUCING JUVENILE DELINQUENCY 5 (2d ed. 2009). However, in recent years, the theory has been criticized for being based on “junk science and inaccurate predications based on demographics.” Steve Drizin, The ‘Superpredator’ Scare Revisited, HUFFINGTON POST (Apr. 9, 2014, 1:17 PM EDT), http://www.huffingtonpost.com/steve-drizin/the-superpredator-scare-b_5113793.html.


29. Clark, supra note 26. It is worth noting that these harsh sentences “are disproportionately imposed on children of color.” STEVENSON, supra note 25, at 272.
1995 and many enacted laws allowing children as young as thirteen or fourteen to be tried as adults.30

However, the superpredator theory “proved to be nonsense.”31 The predicted wave of violent juvenile crime never came. In fact, juvenile crime began declining in the 1990s and has since continued to decline.32 Yet, as a result of this misguided fear, many juveniles were removed from the juvenile justice system and subjected to adult sentences.33 Many laws predicated on the superpredator myth are still in effect, and juveniles continue to be charged as adults and subjected to steep penalties.34 However, despite the determination of many states to keep these laws in effect, the Supreme Court has in a new line of cases “begun to dismantle their constitutional foundations.”35

B. The Evolution of Eighth Amendment Law

The evolution of Eighth Amendment jurisprudence has allowed the Court to invalidate many of the draconian sentencing laws for juveniles enacted in the late twentieth century.36 In determining what constitutes a punishment “so disproportionate as to be cruel and unusual,”37 the Supreme Court considers “the evolving standards of decency that mark
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31. Haberman, supra note 30.
32. Clark, supra note 26. “The harsher juvenile sentencing laws likely were not a factor in the decline, since data show there was no difference in the crime rate for states with mandatory life without parole sentences and those without.” Id. In fact, “[a] 2007 study by the Centers for Disease Control found that ‘evidence indicates that transfer to the adult criminal justice system typically increases rather than decreases rates of violence among transferred youth.’” Id. (quoting Robert Hahn et al., Effects on Violence of Laws and Policies Facilitating the Transfer of Youth from the Juvenile to the Adult Justice System: A Report on Recommendations of the Task Force on Community Preventive Services, DEP’T OF HEALTH & HUM. SERVS., CTRS. FOR DISEASE CONT. & PREVENTION 6–9 (Nov. 30, 2007), available at http://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/preview/mmwrhtml/rr5609a1.htm).
33. STEVENSON, supra note 25, at 159, 272.
34. Echoes of the Superpredator, supra note 27.
35. Id.
36. Several changes in legislation were responsible for the steep increase in penalties for juvenile offenders. In response to the superpredator fear, “[m]any states lowered or eliminated the minimum age for trying children as adults, leaving children as young as eight vulnerable to adult prosecution and imprisonment.” STEVENSON, supra note 25, at 159. “[S]tates also initiated mandatory transfer rules,” forcing juvenile offenders into the adult system and subjecting them to adult punishments. Id. Additionally, in the late twentieth century, many states and the federal government enacted “truth-in-sentencing laws,” requiring the majority of a term-of-years sentence to be served and eliminating parole boards, making a life sentence one without any chance of release. Paula M. Ditton & Doris James Wilson, Truth in Sentencing in State Prisons, U.S. DEP’T OF JUST. (Jan. 1999), available at http://bjs.gov/content/pub/pdf/tssp.pdf.
the progress of a maturing society.” The Court additionally considers whether the “punishment for crime [is] graduated and proportioned to [the] offense.” The Court has considered the proportionality principle in regard to particular sentences, in which it compares “the gravity of the offense and the severity of the sentence.” In addition, the Court has made categorical decisions regarding certain punishments imposed on certain classes of offenders.

In the 1988 Thompson v. Oklahoma decision, the Court determined that because no state had set a minimum age for the death penalty below sixteen, executing a person who committed his or her crime under that threshold age “would offend civilized standards of decency.” The Court recognized that juveniles under sixteen are unlikely to partake in “the kind of cost-benefit analysis that attaches any weight to the possibility of execution” and, therefore, the death penalty would be an ineffective deterrent for juveniles under sixteen.

In the 1989 Stanford v. Kentucky decision, the Supreme Court rejected a categorical bar on capital punishment for juvenile offenders. Because twenty-two of the thirty-seven states with the death penalty allowed the execution of sixteen-year-old offenders, and twenty-five of the thirty-seven allowed the execution of seventeen-year-old offenders, the Court determined that “there was no national consensus ‘sufficient to label a particular punishment cruel and unusual.’” On the same day it decided Stanford, the Court also determined in Penry v. Lynaugh that because only two states had laws prohibiting the execution of a mentally retarded offender, there was not a national consensus that executing a mentally retarded offender was cruel and unusual. The Court summarily rejected a categorical ban on such executions.

The “evolving standards of decency” began to severely modify the Court’s interpretation of the Eighth Amendment beginning in 2002,
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41. Id. at 61.
43. Id. at 830.
44. Id. at 837.
46. Id.
47. Roper, 543 U.S. at 562 (quoting Stanford, 492 U.S. at 371).
49. Roper, 543 U.S. at 562–63. The Author notes that “mentally retarded” was the term chosen and used by the Court.
when the Court revisited the issue addressed in Penry and determined in Atkins v. Virginia that executing a mentally retarded offender violates the evolving standards of decency and thus constitutes cruel and unusual punishment. Atkins was the first in a line of cases in which the Court would “bar a punishment for a class of offenders based on either offender characteristics or the particular crime.” The Court determined that the national consensus had shifted, as at this time only a few states allowed execution of mentally retarded offenders. Additionally, determining that mental retardation makes an offender less culpable, and therefore the purpose of retribution less defensible and the potential penalty less likely to have a deterrent effect, the Court held that the death penalty imposed on a mentally retarded offender was an excessive sanction.

The Court continued to recognize the “evolving standards of decency” when it revisited the issue in Stanford in Roper v. Simmons in 2005. The Court determined that while twenty states did not have any prohibition on the execution of juveniles, the practice itself was now infrequent. Additionally, the Court—noting that it had previously considered international authorities in determining what constitutes cruel and unusual punishment—acknowledged that the United States was the only country that continued to sanction the death penalty for juvenile offenders.

Roper was the first of the line of cases in which the Court would acknowledge that children stand alone as their own class of offenders, and, thus, need to be treated differently in sentencing matters. The Court recognized that, similar to a mentally retarded offender, a juvenile offender is less culpable due to his or her lack of maturity, greater vulnerability, susceptibility “to negative influences and outside pressures,” and his or her undeveloped character. Because of this diminished culpability, the Court held that a juvenile’s conduct is “not as

52. Id. at 321 (holding that “the execution of mentally retarded criminals . . . is excessive [punishment] and that the Constitution ‘places a substantive restriction on the State’s power to take the life’ of a mentally retarded offender”) (quoting Ford v. Wainwright, 477 U.S. 399, 405 (1986)).
54. Roper, 543 U.S. at 563.
55. Id.
57. 543 U.S. at 564.
58. Id.
59. Id. at 575–76.
60. Id. at 569–70.
morally reprehensible as that of an adult.” The Court was admittedly hard pressed to find that “even a heinous crime committed by a juvenile is evidence of irretrievably depraved character,” as it could be in the case of an adult offender, because “greater possibility exists that a minor’s character deficiencies will be reformed” since the “signature qualities of youth,” such as “impetuousness and recklessness . . . can subside.”

Additionally, the Court considered the penological justifications of the death penalty, namely retribution and deterrence, and found that because of juveniles’ diminished culpability, these justifications apply with less force to juveniles than to adults. The Court therefore categorically barred the death penalty as a punishment for any juvenile offender.

III. MILLER AND GRAHAM

A. Explanation

The Court continued with the “children are different” approach in 2010 in *Graham v. Florida*. In *Graham*, the Court ruled that a life without parole sentence for a juvenile offender convicted of any non-homicide crime constitutes cruel and unusual punishment and is therefore unconstitutional. *Graham* saw, for the first time, two lines of Eighth Amendment jurisprudence—a categorical ban on a certain punishment for a certain class of offenders and a proportionality analysis—merged into one. Before *Graham*, the Court had held the death penalty unconstitutional only for a certain class of offenders, and had considered
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61. *Id.* at 570 (internal quotations omitted) (quoting Thompson v. Oklahoma, 487 U.S. 815, 835 (1988)).
62. *Id.* (internal quotations omitted) (quoting Johnson v. Texas, 509 U.S. 350, 368 (1993)).
63. *Id.* at 571.
64. *Id.* at 570–71, 575, 578.
65. 560 U.S. 48 (2010). Seventeen-year-old Terrance Graham participated with two accomplices in a home invasion while on probation for armed burglary with assault and battery and attempted armed robbery, two charges to which he had pled guilty a year earlier. *Id.* at 53–54. Graham held a gun to the resident’s chest and forcibly entered the home where the three ransacked the house in search of money while holding the resident and his friend at gunpoint and barricading them in a closet before leaving. *Id.* at 54. Graham and his accomplices attempted another robbery later that evening, at which time one of the accomplices was shot. *Id.* The trial court found Graham to be in violation of probation for and guilty of his earlier offenses of armed burglary and attempted armed robbery and sentenced Graham to life without parole. *Id.* at 57.
66. *Id.* at 74. *Graham* represented a new approach to sentencing jurisprudence that some feel could be applied in adult contexts as well. “A major focus of the extensive commentary on the case has been on its application of the ‘evolving standards of decency’ test to a punishment outside of the death penalty, and to whether *Graham* might apply also to adults.” Chad Flanders, *The Supreme Court and the Rehabilitative Ideal*, 49 GA. L. REV. 383, 384 (2015) (footnote omitted).
non-death penalty sentences in other cases in a case-specific proportionality context.\footnote{Id.}

In considering the “evolving standards of decency,” the Court found that the majority of states at the time of \textit{Graham} allowed for juveniles to be sentenced to life without parole for non-homicide offenses. However, the Court took into account the actual sentencing practices of the states, as it had in \textit{Thompson}, and noted that at that time there were only 123 juveniles serving life without parole for a non-homicide offense nationwide.\footnote{Id. at 64.} Seventy-seven of those juveniles were sentenced to life without parole in Florida, while ten states had sentenced the other forty-six.\footnote{Id. at 66.} The Court thus found a national consensus against sentencing juveniles to life without parole for non-homicide offenses.\footnote{Id. at 67.}

Extending the \textit{Roper} reasoning of juveniles’ lessened culpability, the Court found that the penological goals were not being served by life without parole sentences for juveniles convicted of non-homicide offenses.\footnote{Id. at 68, 74.} In considering the proportionality of the sentence to the crime, the Court held, as it had in prior cases,\footnote{See Kennedy v. Louisiana, 554 U.S. 407, 413 (2008) (finding that a death sentence “for the rape of a child where the crime did not result, and was not intended to result, in death of the victim” violated the Eighth Amendment); Enmund v. Florida, 458 U.S. 782, 797 (1982) (prohibiting the death penalty for an accomplice who did not participate in, was not present at, and did not intend the killing).} that “defendants who do not kill, intend to kill, or foresee that life will be taken are categorically less deserving of the most serious forms of punishment than are murderers.”\footnote{Graham, 560 U.S. at 69.} Therefore, the Court found that a juvenile who does not kill has “a twice diminished moral culpability” and thus that a life without parole sentence for such an offender is never warranted.\footnote{Id. at 69, 71.}

Additionally, in \textit{Graham}, the Court noted the severity of a life without parole sentence, likening it to the death penalty in its irrevocability and acknowledging that it is particularly harsh when imposed on a juvenile, as a juvenile is likely to serve a longer term in prison than a more culpable adult due to the average life expectancy.\footnote{Id. at 69–70.}

Therefore, the Court ruled that a juvenile convicted of a non-homicide crime may not only be sentenced to life without parole, but also must have a meaningful opportunity for release.\footnote{Id. at 74–75.} If a life sentence is
imposed on a juvenile for a non-homicide offense, the state must provide some “realistic opportunity to obtain release before the end of that term.” Accordingly, while life without the possibility of parole for a juvenile convicted of a non-homicide offense is unconstitutional under *Graham*, a life sentence *with* the possibility of parole or sentence modification is permissible for this class of juvenile offenders, as a state need not guarantee that a juvenile offender will eventually be released, but must give the offender the “realistic opportunity” for such. However, the Court failed to define what constitutes such a “realistic opportunity.”

The Court continued with the “children are different” approach most recently in *Miller v. Alabama*. While the Court did not go so far as to categorically bar life without parole sentences for all juvenile offenders, the Court extended the diminished culpability reasoning of *Roper* and *Graham* and held that mandatory life without parole sentences for juveniles convicted of homicide constitute cruel and unusual punishment.

The Court additionally extended *Graham*’s likening of a life without parole sentence in severity to the death penalty, and acknowledged that because juveniles cannot be sentenced to death under *Roper*, a life without parole sentence is the most severe sentence that can be imposed on a juvenile offender. Just as the death penalty cannot be imposed mandatorily on adults, the Court held that this most severe sentence for juveniles cannot be without first considering certain factors. The Court

---

78. Id. at 82.
79. Id.
80. 132 S. Ct. 2455 (2012). Evan Miller and a friend, Colby Smith, followed a neighbor, Cole Cannon, back to Cannon’s trailer after Cannon came over for a drug deal with Miller’s mother. Id. at 2462. Miller and his friend drank alcohol and smoked marijuana with Cannon until Cannon passed out, at which point Miller stole Cannon’s wallet out of Cannon’s pocket and took the money out. Id. When Miller attempted to put the wallet back in Cannon’s pocket, Cannon woke up and grabbed Miller. Id. Smith hit Cannon once with a bat, and Miller then grabbed the bat and hit Cannon repeatedly, placing a sheet over Cannon and saying, “I am God, I’ve come to take your life.” Id. (internal quotations omitted). After beating Cannon with the bat, Miller and Smith left but later returned to cover up their crime by setting fire to Cannon’s trailer. Id. Cannon died of his injuries and smoke inhalation, and Miller was charged as an adult, convicted of murder in the course of arson, and, as required by Alabama statute, sentenced to life without parole. Id. at 2462–63. In *Miller*’s companion case, *Jackson v. Hobbs*, fourteen-year-old Kuntrell Jackson accompanied two other boys, one of whom was carrying a sawed-off shotgun, to rob a video store. Id. at 2461. When the store clerk refused to give the boys money and threatened to call the police, Jackson’s accomplice shot her, and the boys fled. Id. Jackson was tried as an adult, convicted of capital felony murder and aggravated robbery, and, as required by Arkansas statute, was sentenced to life without parole. Id.
81. Id. at 2469.
82. Id. at 2466.
84. Id. at 2475.
determined that in sentencing a juvenile convicted of homicide, a trial court must take into account an offender’s “chronological age and its hallmark features—among them, immaturity, impetuosity, and failure to appreciate risks and consequences,” in addition to the juvenile offender’s home life, family history, and circumstances regarding the offense.\(^8^5\)

The Court, while not categorically barring the punishment of life without parole for juvenile offenders convicted of homicide, thought that “children’s diminished culpability and heightened capacity for change [would make] appropriate occasions for sentencing juveniles to this harshest possible penalty . . . uncommon.”\(^8^6\)

At the time that *Miller* was decided, more than 2,500 people were serving life sentences without the possibility of parole for crimes committed as juveniles.\(^8^7\) Two-thirds were sentenced in Pennsylvania, Michigan, Florida, California, and Louisiana.\(^8^8\) About forty percent of “juvenile lifers” are in Florida, Louisiana, and Pennsylvania alone.\(^8^9\) As of November 2013, in Florida, “[t]here [were] 265 inmates in custody of the Department of Corrections that were given life sentences as juveniles.”\(^9^0\)

**B. State Responses to *Graham* and *Miller***

States have struggled to implement these recent landmark changes in juvenile sentencing law. Bryan Stevenson, who argued both *Graham*'s companion case and *Miller* before the Supreme Court, stated in his 2014 memoir: “The total ban on life-without-parole sentences for children convicted of non-homicides should have been the easiest decision to implement, but enforcing the Supreme Court’s ruling was proving much more difficult than I had hoped.”\(^9^1\) Despite the rulings and the Supreme Court’s acknowledgement that children are different, many state courts and legislatures have been hesitant to provide children with second chances and less severe punishments than adults.\(^9^2\)

As juvenile offenders who had been sentenced to life without parole for non-homicide offenses were resentenced following *Graham*, many judges chose to implement term-of-years sentences that were as close to

\(^8^5\). Id. at 2468.
\(^8^6\). Id. at 2469.
\(^8^7\). Slow to Act, supra note 3.
\(^8^8\). Id.
\(^8^9\). Id.
\(^9^0\). Dixon, supra note 16.
\(^9^1\). STEVENSON, supra note 25, at 302.
\(^9^2\). Id.; Echoes of the Superpredator, supra note 27.
life as possible. Some state courts, such as those in California and Iowa, recognized that lengthy term-of-years sentences for juveniles convicted of non-homicide crimes result in a virtual life without parole sentence and do not allow the “realistic opportunity to obtain release” as mandated by Graham. Conversely, some state courts in Florida and Louisiana held that these virtual life sentences were permissible under Graham.

Miller directly invalidated the laws of twenty-eight states that required a mandatory life without parole sentence for anyone convicted of first-degree homicide, including a juvenile offender. As of December 2014, fifteen of these twenty-eight states had not yet enacted legislation to comport with Miller. While the thirteen states that have enacted new legislation now provide their courts with guidance on how to sentence juvenile offenders, courts in the other fifteen states still grapple with how to sentence juveniles convicted of homicide and now subject to an unconstitutional sentencing scheme.

In the thirteen states that have enacted new legislation to comply with Miller, including Florida, the minimum sentence for juveniles convicted of homicide now ranges from twenty-five to forty years. Additionally, the amount of time before a juvenile offender can obtain sentence modification or parole review varies greatly amongst the states with new legislation. However, the majority of the states that have enacted new legislation “have either discouraged the use of life without parole sentences for juveniles, or scrapped them altogether.” Conversely, several states, including Florida, continue to sentence juvenile offenders to life without parole.

---

93. Stevenson, supra note 25, at 302. By July 2012, roughly half of the juvenile offenders sentenced to life without parole for non-homicide crimes in Florida had been resentenced. Maggie Lee, Florida Struggles with Youth Life Sentences, JUV. JUST. INFO. EX. (July 30, 2012), http://jjie.org/florida-struggles-youth-life-sentences/. The new sentences ranged from four to 170 years, with the longest sentence for a single offense being ninety-nine years. Id.


96. Id.

97. Slow to Act, supra note 3.


99. Slow to Act, supra note 3.

100. Birckhead, supra note 98; Slow to Act, supra note 3. Eleven of the thirteen states that have passed legislation “require young offenders to serve lengthy terms ranging from [fifteen] to [forty] years before parole review can even be considered.” Birckhead, supra note 98.


While the new legislation provides courts guidance in these states for juvenile offenders convicted after its enactment, many of the states have struggled with what to do with juvenile offenders who committed crimes or were convicted of crimes prior to the enactment of the new legislation. Only four of the states that passed new legislation allow for those juvenile offenders sentenced to life without parole under the previous mandatory sentencing schemes to be resentenced under the new statutory provisions. However, the Supreme Courts of Arkansas, Connecticut, Illinois, Iowa, Massachusetts, Mississippi, Nebraska, Texas, Wyoming, and now Florida, have all ruled that the Miller decision applies retroactively and therefore juveniles sentenced under the previous mandatory sentencing schemes in those states must be resentenced.

Complicating matters further, state and federal courts are divided on the issue of whether Miller applies retroactively to juvenile offenders whose mandatory life without parole sentences were finalized prior to the June 2012 decision. After refusing several petitions to consider the issue in the past two and a half years, the Supreme Court finally agreed in December 2014 to hear Toca v. Louisiana to consider the retroactivity of Miller.

Some commentators predicted that in Toca, the Court would rule that Miller applies retroactively. However, in January 2015, George Toca reached an agreement with prosecutors in which he took a plea deal that allowed him to be released from prison. Thus, the issue of his

103. Slow to Act, supra note 3.
105. Slow to Act, supra note 3.
109. Marcia Coyle, Juvenile Murderers Must Wait for Answer on Sentencing, NAT’L L.J. (Feb. 4, 2015), http://www.nationallawjournal.com/supremecourtbrief/home?id=1202716982168/Juvenile-Murderers-Must-Wait-for-Answer-on-Sentencing?mcode=1202615432992&curindex=0&back=N&slreturn=20150115154820. Toca had maintained his innocence in the death of his friend, of which Toca was convicted when he was seventeen years old. John Simerman, George Toca,
mandatory life without parole sentence became moot, and the Court dismissed the case.\textsuperscript{110}

In March 2015, the Court agreed to hear the case of \textit{Montgomery v. Louisiana} to determine the retroactivity issue.\textsuperscript{111} On January 25, 2016, the Court determined that \textit{Miller} is retroactive.\textsuperscript{112}

\textbf{IV. FLORIDA'S RESPONSE: HOUSE BILL 7035}

\textbf{A. Juvenile Sentencing in Florida Before House Bill 7035: Complete Chaos}

The Florida Legislature did not provide any guidance on how to sentence juveniles under \textit{Graham} and \textit{Miller} from the time \textit{Graham} was decided in 2010 until the 2014 legislative session, leaving Florida courts to figure things out on their own.\textsuperscript{113} Florida courts sentencing juvenile offenders convicted of non-homicide offenses and resentencing juvenile offenders who had earlier been sentenced to life without parole for non-homicide offenses struggled to implement the \textit{Graham} Court’s ruling. The District Courts of Appeal were split on whether a lengthy term-of-years sentence—comprising a virtual life without parole sentence—was unconstitutional under \textit{Graham}.\textsuperscript{114} The Fourth and Fifth District Courts of Appeal upheld lengthy term-of-years sentences and ruled that such sentences did not violate \textit{Graham} while the First District Court of Appeal found such sentences impermissible under \textit{Graham}.\textsuperscript{115}

Florida courts continued to struggle after \textit{Miller}, particularly because there was no viable sentencing option for juveniles convicted of murder...
in the first-degree. Florida Statute Section 775.082(1) only allowed for a sentence of death or life without parole. Under Roper, because the death penalty is no longer an option for juveniles, both the “sentencing floor” and the “sentencing ceiling” for juveniles convicted of first-degree homicide was life without parole, a mandatory—and thus unconstitutional—sentence.

The Florida State Attorney’s Sentencing Memorandum in the Pasco County case of Adam Moyer highlights the confusion apparent as different circuits attempted to sentence juveniles convicted of first-degree murder in a way that is constitutional under Miller, but without any legal pathway under Florida law. In Moyer, the State urged the court not to “vitiate the statute in toto,” but to construe the statute in a way that was “both fair and reasonable” by removing the mandatory nature and allowing the sentence of life without parole to be discretionary. This posed quite a problem because this option would have directly conflicted with the statute.

The State urged the court to follow the doctrine of “statutory revival,” in which the court turns to a previous version of the statute for guidance. In this case, the 1993 version of the statute provided for a minimum sentence of life with the possibility of parole after twenty-five years. However, allowing for the revival of this version of the statute would pose a particular problem because parole was abolished in Florida in 1994. The State argued that the “statutory revival” concept had become the law of Florida in this context as the Fifth District Court of Appeal had applied this principle in Horsley v. State, stating, “Applying the principle of statutory revival, we hold that the only sentence now

116. See State’s Sentencing Memorandum, supra note 13, at 1 (discussing the lack of a constitutional statutory sentencing option for a juvenile convicted of murder in the first-degree).
117. Id. at 2.
118. Adam Moyer and his codefendant robbed a 7-11 in New Port Richey, Florida. Id. at 1. During the robbery, Moyer’s codefendant wrestled with the store clerk and caused fatal blunt force trauma to the clerk’s head. Id. Moyer was eighteen days away from his eighteenth birthday at the time of the offense. Id. at 8.
119. See id. at 9 (citing Cook v. State, 35 So. 665, 677 (Fla. 1903), Denham v. State, 22 Fla. 664, 677 (1886), Holton v. State, 2 Fla. 476, 506 (1849)).
120. Id. at 2.
121. Id. at 3.
122. Id.
123. Id. at 3–4.
124. Dunkelberger, Retroactive, supra note 113. However, Florida still has a parole board for those offenders who were sentenced prior to 1994. Id. In 1995, the statute was amended and “all capital felonies now became mandatory life offenses, without parole eligibility, when the sentence of death was not imposed.” State’s Sentencing Memorandum, supra note 13, at 5.
125. 121 So. 3d 1130 (Fla. 5th Dist. Ct. App. 2013) review granted, SC13-1938, 2013 WL 6224657 (Fla. Nov. 14, 2013) and decision quashed, 160 So. 3d 393 (Fla. 2015).
available in Florida for a charge of capital murder committed by a juvenile is life with the possibility of parole after twenty-five years.\footnote{126} The Fifth District Court of Appeal then certified to the Florida Supreme Court the question of whether this is the method that should be applied to juvenile sentences going forward.\footnote{127} The State went on to argue that any sentence less than life with the possibility of parole after twenty-five years would be directly contrary to \textit{Horsley}.\footnote{128} The State additionally recognized that \textit{Miller} requires an individualized sentencing hearing, but that \textit{Miller} provided no “parameters or guidance for such a hearing.”\footnote{129} However, the State argued that the sentence of life with the possibility of parole at twenty-five years could be imposed without such a hearing as the parameters of \textit{Miller} only apply to the sentence of life without parole.\footnote{130}

Florida courts also struggled with how and whether to resentence hundreds of juvenile offenders serving life without parole sentences under the now-illegal mandatory sentencing scheme.\footnote{131} Just as various states have come to different conclusions regarding the retroactivity of \textit{Miller}, so have the various District Courts of Appeal in Florida. The First District Court of Appeal\footnote{132} and Third District Court of Appeal\footnote{133} ruled that the \textit{Miller} decision does not apply retroactively. However, the Second District Court of Appeal\footnote{134} and the Fourth District Court of Appeal ruled that \textit{Miller} does apply retroactively.\footnote{135} Upon review in a later case, the First District Court of Appeal affirmed its decision that \textit{Miller} does not apply retroactively, but recognized that federal and state courts are divided on the issue and certified the question of retroactivity to the Florida Supreme Court.\footnote{136}

\begin{footnotes}
\footnote{126}{State’s Sentencing Memorandum, supra note 13, at 7 (quoting \textit{Horsley}, 121 So. 2d at 1131). The \textit{Horsley} court had applied the “last constitutional version of Florida’s sentencing scheme—§ 775.082, Fla. Stat. (1993).” Id. at 8.}
\footnote{128}{State’s Sentencing Memorandum, supra note 13, at 9.}
\footnote{129}{Id. at 4.}
\footnote{130}{Id. at 8 (citing Miller v. Alabama, 132 S. Ct. 2455, 2469 (2012)).}
\footnote{131}{Dunkelberger, \textit{Retroactive}, supra note 113.}
\footnote{134}{Toye v. State, 133 So. 3d 540, 547 (Fla. 2d Dist. Ct. App. 2014).}
\footnote{135}{Cotto v. State, 141 So. 3d 615, 620 (Fla. 4th Dist. Ct. App. 2014).}
\footnote{136}{Falcon v. State, 111 So. 3d 973, 974 (Fla. 1st Dist. Ct. App. 2013) review granted, 137 So. 3d 1019 (Fla. 2013) and decision quashed, 162 So. 3d 954 (Fla. 2015).}
\end{footnotes}
B. House Bill 7035: The Remedy

I. Legislative History

In the 2013 legislative session, multiple bills were introduced to amend Florida's sentencing laws to comport with *Graham* and *Miller*.

Senator Robert Bradley's 2013 bill allowed a judge to consider factors before sentencing a juvenile offender convicted of homicide to life without parole, but provided for a minimum fifty-year sentence for such an offender and a maximum sentence of fifty years for non-homicide offenses. Child advocates argued that this bill violated both the letter and spirit of *Miller*. When senators who felt the bill was too harsh attached an amendment that would have allowed for a sentence review hearing every twenty-five years for juveniles given life sentences, Senator Bradley halted the bill on the Senate floor.

Without any legislative guidance, the Florida Supreme Court suggested in September 2013 that the State “impose a parole system to review lengthy sentences for juveniles in light of the Legislature’s inaction,” utilizing the Parole Commission that still exists to review offenders who were sentenced before parole was abolished.

Lawmakers expressed hesitancy at the prospect of a parole system and at having the Florida Supreme Court write the law. Fearing what Florida courts would do, the Legislature finally came to an agreement in 2014.

In the next legislative session, Senator Bradley introduced a new version of his bill. In this version, he allowed parole hearings for juveniles

---

140. Dixon, supra note 16.  
142. Id.  
143. Hannan, supra note 137. Senator Rob Bradley said on the issue of bringing back parole and having multiple opportunities for review: “I am not comfortable with a hearing occurring every five years or so where a family shows up and argues about why the defendant who killed their loved one should stay in jail. . . . A parole-like system is not in the best interests of Florida.” Id. (internal quotations omitted).  
144. Fla. Bar, *Juvenile Sentencing Compromise in the Works*, FLA. B. NEWS (May 1, 2014), http://www.floridabar.org/DIVCOM/JN/JNNews01.nsf/RSSFeed/457FE697C0B4B69885257CC1004510SB [hereinafter Juvenile Sentencing Compromise in the Works]. Representative James Grant stated, “Understand, that if we do not get something done this year [Florida] Supreme Court will be writing the law, and we don’t know what we will get.” Id. (alterations in original).  
convicted of non-homicide offenses after serving twenty-five years.\textsuperscript{146} He also proposed capping those sentences at thirty-five years.\textsuperscript{147} However, this version of the bill still did not allow any sentence review hearings for “murderers,”\textsuperscript{148} and the Senator stated that he would strongly resist any type of review process for juveniles convicted of murder.\textsuperscript{149} The bill allowed for sentencing hearings for juveniles convicted of capital offenses in which a judge would first determine if life without parole was an appropriate sentence, and then, if the judge determined life without parole was not an appropriate sentence, a juvenile offender convicted of a capital offense would be sentenced to no less than thirty-five years.\textsuperscript{150}

This version of the bill passed through the Senate\textsuperscript{151} as its companion bill, Representative James Grant’s House Bill 7035, made its way through the House of Representatives.\textsuperscript{152} This bill differed from the Senate bill in that it provided review for juvenile offenders convicted of homicide.\textsuperscript{153} The Senate version did not provide review for those convicted of homicide who did the actual killing.\textsuperscript{154} Senator Bradley and Representative Grant reached a compromise, and the House bill was substituted for the Senate bill.\textsuperscript{155} The Senate passed the bill unanimously.\textsuperscript{156} On June 20, 2014, Florida governor Rick Scott signed into law House Bill 7035.\textsuperscript{157}

2. \textit{Function of House Bill 7035}

House Bill 7035 amended Florida Statute Section 775.082, which provides penalties for criminal offenses.\textsuperscript{158} Florida Statute Section 775.082(1)(b)(1) now states that juveniles convicted of a capital felony under Florida Statute Section 782.04 can be sentenced to life without

\textsuperscript{146} Dixon, supra note 16.
\textsuperscript{147} Id.
\textsuperscript{148} Id.
\textsuperscript{149} Dunkelberger, Lawmakers Committed, supra note 17.
\textsuperscript{150} S. 384, 2014 Leg., Reg. Sess. 1–2 ( Fla. 2014), available at https://www.flsenate.gov/Session/Bill/2014/0384/BillText/Filed/PDF.
\textsuperscript{153} Juvenile Sentencing Compromise in the Works, supra note 144.
\textsuperscript{154} Id.
\textsuperscript{155} Id.
\textsuperscript{156} Dunkelberger, Lawmakers Reach Agreement, supra note 22.
\textsuperscript{158} Id. at 1.
parole only after a sentencing hearing is conducted in accordance with Florida Statute Section 921.1401, a new statute created by House Bill 7035.159 Florida Statute Section 921.1401 provides that “sentencing proceedings for determining if life imprisonment is an appropriate sentence for a juvenile offender convicted of certain offenses” and “certain factors a judge shall consider when determining if life imprisonment is appropriate for a juvenile offender.”160

Florida Statute Section 775.082(1)(b)(1) also states that, if after such a sentencing hearing, the court determines that a life sentence is improper, a juvenile offender who “actually killed, intended to kill, or attempted to kill the victim” shall be sentenced to no less than forty years in prison.161 Under the amended Florida Statute Section 775.082(1)(b)(2), a juvenile offender who “did not actually kill, intend to kill, or attempt to kill the victim” must also have a sentencing hearing to determine if a life sentence is appropriate, and if not, shall be sentenced to no less than fifteen years in prison.162 Juveniles convicted of first-degree murder who “did not actually kill, intend to kill, or attempt to kill the victim,” would be subject to a term of no less than twenty years.163

These sentences are subject to review in accordance with Florida Statute Section 921.1402, also created by House Bill 7035.164 Florida Statute Section 921.1402 provides for a one-time review of a sentence under Florida Statute Section 775.082(1)(b)(1) after twenty-five years, if the juvenile offender has not previously been convicted of any of the listed felonies.165 A juvenile offender sentenced under Florida Statute Section 775.082(1)(b)(2) to a term of more than fifteen years may have a sentence review after fifteen years.166 A juvenile convicted of a non-homicide offense may have a subsequent review hearing ten years after their first review hearing if the juvenile is not released after the first review.167

159. Id. at 2–3.
160. Id.
162. Id. § 775.082(b)(2).
163. Juvenile Sentencing Compromise in the Works, supra note 144. Such might occur, for example, in the case of a felony murder conviction.
164. H.R. 7035, at 1.
167. Dunkelberger, Lawmakers Reach Agreement, supra note 22.
Florida Statute Section 921.1402 also sets forth the proceedings for such sentence review hearings. If the court finds that the juvenile offender has been rehabilitated, the court may modify the sentence. The review before the court “differs significantly from that provided by the parole commission.” Eighteen months before the time that a juvenile offender is eligible for sentence modification, the juvenile offender must be sent notice of this eligibility. At a sentence review hearing, a juvenile offender “is entitled to representation by private counsel or a public defender if the juvenile cannot afford counsel.”

The Legislature chose to have House Bill 7035 apply to juvenile offenders who commit crimes after July 1, 2014. However, when considering the retroactive application of Miller in March 2015, the Florida Supreme Court unanimously determined that Miller not only applies retroactively in Florida, but also that the new legislation should be applied retroactively “to all juvenile offenders whose sentences are unconstitutional [under] Miller.” In Falcon v. State, the Florida Supreme Court determined that Miller applies retroactively under Florida’s test for retroactivity set forth in Witt v. State. The Florida Supreme Court also determined that under the federal test for retroactivity set forth in Teague v. Lane, it would reach the same conclusion.

In State v. Horsley, the Florida Supreme Court again unanimously rejected the State’s argument for statutory revival and found that the new legislation demonstrated the Legislature’s intent for how juvenile offenders should not only be sentenced going forward, but also resentenced for crimes they had committed prior to the enactment of the

168. FLA. STAT. § 921.1402(2)(d), (3)–(7).
169. Id. § 921.1402(7).
171. Id.
172. Id.
174. Horsely v. State, 160 So. 3d 393, 394–95 (Fla. 2015). The Florida Supreme Court determined that in the case at hand, Horsely was considered a juvenile offender “who actually killed, intended to kill, or attempted to kill” and was therefore subject to a minimum sentence of forty years. Id. at 408 (internal quotations omitted).
175. 162 So. 3d 954, 956 (Fla. 2015).
176. 387 So. 2d 922, 931 (Fla. 1980).
178. Falcon, 162 So. 3d at 956.
new legislation.\textsuperscript{179} As a result of these decisions, approximately 1,700 juvenile offenders in Florida qualify for new sentencing hearings.\textsuperscript{180} Because the Florida Supreme Court determined \textit{Miller}’s retroactivity under Florida’s test for retroactivity and the State did not petition the United States Supreme Court for certiorari, the issue of retroactivity is final in Florida and will stand regardless of the outcome in \textit{Montgomery v. Louisiana}.

3. \textbf{Response to House Bill 7035}

The response to House Bill 7035 has been mixed. Although the bill was less harsh than its predecessor considered in the 2013 session, it still provides stiff penalties for juvenile offenders. Because something needed to be done to give courts a clear and legal sentencing option for juvenile offenders, House Bill 7035 had “the support of juvenile advocates, defense attorneys[,] and state prosecutors.”\textsuperscript{181} However, after the bill passed, Families Against Mandatory Minimums\textsuperscript{182} perfectly expressed the juvenile advocate community’s sentiment toward the bill by placing it in the “Could-Have-Been-Better/Could-Have-Been-Worse” section of the year’s new legislation roundup.\textsuperscript{183}

Juvenile advocates expressed that waiting fifteen to twenty-five years, depending on the crime, to hold the first review hearing is “‘still harsh’”\textsuperscript{184} and that they would have liked to see more sentence review opportunities for juvenile offenders.\textsuperscript{185} One juvenile advocate acknowledged, “[W]hile the bill that ultimately passed is not optimal, it could have been \textit{much worse.”}\textsuperscript{186} Additionally, though the bill passed

\textsuperscript{179} Horsley, 160 So. 3d at 394–95.
\textsuperscript{181} Dunkelberger, \textit{Lawmakers Reach Agreement}, supra note 22.
\textsuperscript{182} Families Against Mandatory Minimums is “a nonprofit, nonpartisan organization fighting for smart sentencing laws that protect public safety.” \textit{About FAMM, FAMILIES AGAINST MANDATORY MINIMUMS} (2014), http://famm.org/about.
\textsuperscript{185} Id.
\textsuperscript{186} \textit{2014 Florida Legislative Session Sentencing Policy Round-up, supra} note 183 (emphasis in original).
unanimously, some legislators expressed disappointment that the bill did not go further to protect juveniles from severe sentences.187

V. ANALYSIS OF HOUSE BILL 7035 UNDER MILLER AND GRAHAM

A. Following the Letter but Missing the Spirit

While House Bill 7035 follows the letter of the Graham and Miller decisions by eliminating mandatory life without parole sentences for juveniles convicted of homicide offenses and allowing other sentencing options for juveniles convicted of non-homicide offenses, it does not follow the spirit of these decisions.188

Miller focused on the fact that mandatory sentencing schemes do not allow a judge to take into account an offender’s youth.189 While the new provisions set out by House Bill 7035 allow for individualized sentencing—in which a judge must take into account factors such as the juvenile offender’s age and maturity at the time of the offense, family and home background, and role in the offense—the judge is limited to sentencing a juvenile who intended to kill or did kill a victim to no less than forty years.190 A judge can consider the individual factors of a juvenile offender, but cannot sentence a juvenile offender convicted of a capital offense to any less than forty years, even if the judge believes that in consideration of these factors the juvenile offender should be given a shorter sentence. In Miller, the Court stressed the importance of a judge having various options when determining the sentence of a juvenile offender.191 Yet, the new sentencing structure under the provisions of House Bill 7035 does not give judges much discretion at all in sentencing.

Especially troubling, considering this lack of sentencing discretion, is Florida law, as it permits a child of any age to be charged as an adult, convicted of first-degree murder, and thus be subjected to the minimum


189. Miller, 132 S. Ct. at 2458.

190. FLA. STAT. §§ 775.082(1)(b)(1); 921.1401 (2014).

191. Miller, 132 S. Ct. at 2474–75.
sentence of forty years. 192 Miller’s counsel presented the alternative argument that there should at least be a categorical bar on sentencing juveniles fourteen-years-old and younger to life without parole, but the Court did not consider that argument. 193 In refusing to consider that argument, the Court specifically stated, “But given all we have said in Roper, Graham, and this decision about children’s diminished culpability and heightened capacity for change, we think appropriate occasions for sentencing juveniles to this harshest possible penalty will be uncommon.” 194

The Miller Court emphasized how a mandatory sentence for all juvenile offenders would be the same for less-culpable fourteen-year-old defendants as it is for more-culpable seventeen-year-old defendants. 195 The Court further expounded upon the issue of a fourteen-year-old juvenile offender compared to a seventeen-year-old juvenile offender stating, “Our holding requires factfinders to attend to exactly such circumstances—to take into account the differences among defendants and crimes.” 196

While Florida courts will have to take the juvenile’s age into consideration when imposing a sentence, 197 the mandatory minimum sentences force a judge to impose at least the same minimum sentence for a fourteen-year-old defendant as for a seventeen-year-old defendant. Even if a judge wanted to sentence a fourteen-year-old juvenile offender to less than forty years, the Florida Legislature prohibited the judge from having any discretion by replacing one mandatory sentence with another, contrary to the Court’s mandate in Miller. This remains especially troubling in Florida, as Florida has a common practice of trying very

---


A child of any age who is charged with a violation of state law punishable by death or by life imprisonment is subject to the jurisdiction of the court as set forth in [Section] 985.0301(2) unless and until an indictment on the charge is returned by the grand jury. When such indictment is returned, the petition for delinquency, if any, must be dismissed and the child must be tried and handled in every respect as an adult . . . .

FLA. STAT. § 985.56(1). Florida is not alone in this practice. “In twenty-three states, there is no minimum age for which children can be tried as adults in at least some circumstances.” STEVENSON, supra note 25, at 319. See infra note 199 (discussing Florida’s practice of charging children as young as twelve with first-degree murder).

193. Miller, 132 S. Ct. at 2469.

194. Id.

195. Id. at 2467–68.

196. Id. at 2469 n.8.

young juveniles as adults and has even sentenced a twelve-year-old, believed to be the youngest person ever,\(^{198}\) to life without parole.\(^{199}\)

Furthermore, forty years is still a lengthy term for a mandatory sentence. While forty years may not be considered by all a de facto life sentence for a juvenile considering average life expectancy, it is still an extreme sentence,\(^{200}\) particularly in the wake of \textit{Miller}.\(^{201}\) While eventual release is a possibility for a juvenile offender sentenced to a mandatory term of forty years, what sort of opportunities would a juvenile offender have for a real and productive life after being caged for so many years?\(^{202}\)

Commenting on Colorado's sentencing scheme, Jody Kent Lavy, Director of the Campaign for the Fair Sentencing of Youth,\(^{203}\) noted that juveniles typically age out of criminal behavior in their twenties and said


\(^{200}\) Mandatory fifty- or thirty-five-year sentences may be “effectively the same thing as a life sentence and thereby unconstitutional under \textit{Graham} and \textit{Miller}, especially if the sentence is fifty years before a parole review rather than fifty years with periodic parole reviews throughout.” Drinan, \textit{supra} note 188, at 789 (typeface altered).

\(^{201}\) \textit{Slow to Act}, \textit{supra} note 3.

\(^{202}\) Discussing a proposed Massachusetts law that would set parole eligibility for juvenile offenders convicted of homicide at thirty-five years, Director of the Youth Advocacy Division of the Committee for Public Counsel Josh Dohan stated: “[Thirty-five] years is way past what research says is necessary to grow into law-abiding citizens.” Jean Trounstine, \textit{Brutal Crimes Don't Justify Bad Laws}, TRUTHOUT (Oct. 26, 2014, 12:00 AM), http://truth-out.org/news/item/26951-brutal-crimes-don-t-justify-bad-laws. The proposal stemmed from outcry after Massachusetts found all life sentences for juveniles unconstitutional and in the wake of several particularly heinous crimes committed by juveniles. \textit{Id.}

\(^{203}\) “The Campaign for the Fair Sentencing of Youth is a national coalition and clearinghouse that coordinates, develops and supports efforts to implement fair and age-appropriate sentences for youth, with a focus on abolishing life without parole sentences for youth.” \textit{Vision and Mission}, CAMP. FOR FAIR SENT'G OF YOUTH, http://fairsentencingofyouth.org/our-vision/ (last visited Apr. 21, 2016).
that a forty-year sentence is “the equivalent of a life sentence.”

Thus, Florida’s minimum sentence of forty years is merely replacing one life sentence with another and providing little opportunity for children who have aged out of criminal behavior to have a second chance at life outside of prison.

Other states have been criticized for giving juveniles de facto life sentences in response to Graham and Miller. Following the Miller decision, the governor of Iowa commuted the sentences of all juveniles who had been sentenced to life without parole under Iowa’s mandatory sentencing scheme to life with the possibility of parole after sixty years. In State v. Ragland, the Iowa Supreme Court said that, assuming the governor even had the authority to commute these sentences, the new sentences violated Miller because they did not take into account individual factors, but rather just replaced one mandatory sentence with another. The court further noted that “the [sixty-year] sentences were the ‘practical equivalent’ of a mandatory life sentence.” Additionally, the Supreme Court of Iowa acknowledged that “it is important that the spirit of the law not be lost in the application of the law. . . . The spirit of the constitutional mandates of Miller and Graham instruct that much more is at stake in the sentencing of juveniles than merely making sure that parole is possible.”

While the new Florida procedures do require an individualized sentencing hearing, one mandatory sentence is being replaced with another just as was done by the governor of Iowa’s sentence commutations. A Florida judge can consider the individual factors of a juvenile offender, but cannot sentence this juvenile to any less than forty years, even if the judge believes that in consideration of these factors the juvenile offender should be given a shorter sentence. Just as the spirit of Miller and Graham was lost in the mandatory sixty-year sentences in

205. Drinan, supra note 188, at 789.
206. Scavone, supra note 95, at 3460.
207. 836 N.W.2d 107 (Iowa 2013).
209. Ragland, 836 N.W.2d at 121.
Iowa, so too is the spirit of these decisions lost in the new Florida sentencing scheme requiring steep minimum sentences for juvenile offenders.

Additionally, forcing those juvenile offenders convicted of homicide eligible for sentence review to wait twenty-five years for their first and only sentence review is an extreme amount of time. This one-time sentence review leaves little opportunity to display rehabilitation and diminishes the possibility of sentence modification. Requiring juvenile offenders to serve twenty-five years in prison before having one, single opportunity for sentence modification does not constitute a “meaningful” opportunity for release.210 Denying the possibility of any sentence review to juveniles previously convicted of the listed felonies in Florida Statute Section 775.082(1)(b)(1) is also particularly unforgiving.

The language of House Bill 7035 is also not in line with the spirit of Miller. The Miller Court stated that, taking into account “children’s diminished culpability and heightened capacity for change, . . . appropriate occasions for sentencing juveniles to this harshest possible penalty [would] be uncommon.”211 Yet Florida Statute Section 775.082 begins with the phrase, “[i]f the court finds that life imprisonment is not an appropriate sentence,”212 suggesting that the preferred punishment indeed is life without parole and that only special circumstances will warrant a different sentence. This procedure is directly contrary to the Supreme Court’s statement that the most extreme sentence should not be the norm, but rather should be left for extraordinary circumstances.213

Further, as discussed in Roper, Graham, and Miller, just as the penological justifications of retribution, deterrence, incapacitation, and rehabilitation were not being met by the death penalty and life without parole sentences for youth, neither are they being met by the new Florida sentencing structure.214

210. Trounstine, supra note 202. One commentator called legislation passed in Massachusetts requiring youth convicted of first-degree murder to wait thirty years before a chance to go before the parole board “hardly a ‘meaningful’ shot at parole for those who committed crimes in their youth.” Id.
213. However, the Supreme Court of California considered the issue of whether California Penal Code Section 190.5(b) created a presumption in favor of life without parole. People v. Gutierrez, 324 P.3d 245, 249 (Cal. 2014). Section 190.5(b) “provide[d] that the penalty for [sixteen]- or [seventeen]-year-old juveniles who commit special circumstance murder ‘shall be confinement in the state prison for life without the possibility of parole or, at the discretion of the court, [twenty-five] years to life.’” Id. The Gutierrez court found the statute did not create a presumption in favor of life without parole. Id. Because the statute additionally required the “consideration of the distinctive attributes of youth highlighted in Miller,” it was constitutional under Miller. Id.
Roper focused primarily on retribution and deterrence and on “whether the death penalty was proportional punishment for children who are found guilty of murder.”215 Retribution is based upon blameworthiness, and therefore the rationale for retribution is not as strong with juveniles as it is with adults.216 Because of the way they think and reason, juveniles “are not as deterred by the threat of criminal punishment as adults are.”217 Additionally, because juveniles have diminished culpability and are often not deterred by the threat of punishment, these lengthy mandatory sentences and possible life without parole sentences allowed under the legislation do not promote retribution or deterrence.

The only rationale served by this legislation is incapacitation. While in some cases incapacitation may be a concern, many juveniles commit crimes out of “‘unfortunate yet transient immaturity’”218 that they soon outgrow.219 As the Court discussed in Graham, when a juvenile offender is sentenced to life without parole, or even a lengthy term of years on the basis of incapacitation, the juvenile offender is essentially branded incorrigible forever or, in the case of a forty-years or longer sentence, for that period of time.220 The Graham Court acknowledged that “‘incorrigibility is inconsistent with youth’”221 and furthermore stated that it is impossible to determine at the time of sentencing which youths’ actions are the result of this “‘unfortunate yet transient immaturity’” and which are the result of “‘irreparable corruption.’”222 Therefore, the rationale of incapacitation is not properly served in lengthy sentences for juvenile offenders, as many of these youths do not require incapacitation once they have matured. This rationale is even further diminished for those youths convicted of homicide who are not eligible for the one-time sentence review because of a prior conviction for one of the listed felonies.223

215. Flanders, supra note 66, at 412 (footnote omitted).
216. Miller, 132 S. Ct. at 2465.
217. Branded For Life, supra note 25 (footnote omitted). Juveniles do not consider the “‘long-term consequences of important decisions.” Id. (footnote omitted). They also have a greater tendency to “make decisions based on emotions, such as anger or fear, rather than logic and reason.” Id. (footnote omitted).
219. See García, supra note 204 (acknowledging that juvenile offenders typically outgrow their criminal behavior in their twenties).
221. Id. at 73 (quoting Workman v. Commonwealth, 429 S.W. 2d 374, 378 (Ky. 1968)).
222. Id. (quoting Roper, 543 U.S. at 573).
For juvenile offenders, rehabilitation is both the most necessary and appropriate rationale for punishment, as juveniles are those most likely to be rehabilitated.\textsuperscript{224} In \textit{Graham}, the Court said that a life sentence without the possibility of parole “forswears altogether the rehabilitative ideal.”\textsuperscript{225} Under the new law, Florida still allows juveniles to be sentenced to life without parole, a sentence the Court has acknowledged serves no rehabilitative purpose. Additionally, a sentence of forty years or more, especially for those juvenile offenders who do not meet the qualifications for a one-time sentence review, does not promote the idea of rehabilitation and reintegration with society.\textsuperscript{226}

B. The Uncertain Application of House Bill 7035

It remains to be seen how the provisions set out by House Bill 7035 will apply in Florida. In the coming years, we will see whether judges will impose more moderate sentences for juvenile offenders convicted of first-degree murder. Time will also tell whether judges will consider modifying their sentences or releasing juveniles from prison.

Because the provisions of House Bill 7035 originally applied to crimes committed after July 1, 2014,\textsuperscript{227} there have not yet been many instances in which the provisions have come into play. What appears to be the first sentencing under the new laws occurred in November 2014, with the sentencing of Juan Barrientos, who was seventeen when he participated in a 2008 killing that resulted in a first-degree murder.

\textsuperscript{224} \textit{Graham}, 560 U.S. at 74.

\textsuperscript{225} \textit{Graham}, 560 U.S. at 74. “Life in prison without the possibility of parole gives no chance for fulfillment outside prison walls, no chance for reconciliation with society, no hope.” \textit{Id.} at 79.

\textsuperscript{226} \textit{See Garcia}, supra note 204 (acknowledging that juvenile offenders typically outgrow their criminal behavior in their twenties).

\textsuperscript{227} Carpenter, supra note 173.
Stifling the Shot at a Second Chance
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229. Barrientos committed his crime before *Miller* and before the enactment of the new legislation. Carpenter, *supra* note 173. Prosecutors argued that Barrientos should be sentenced according to the 1993 guidelines, under which he would be subject to a sentence of life with the possibility of parole after twenty-five years. Jessica Lipscomb, *Former Lely High Student Sentenced to 40 Years in Murder of Migrant Worker*, NAPLES DAILY NEWS (Nov. 20, 2014), http://www.naplesnews.com/news/crime/former-lely-high-student-sentenced-to-40-years-in-murder-of-migrant-worker_39417920. The judge chose not to follow the 1993 guidelines, stating that the 1993 law would not allow him to consider mitigating factors as required by *Miller* and recognizing the abolition of parole in Florida. *Id.*

230. *Id.*


232. *Id.*


234. *Convicted Naples Killer Sentenced to 40 Years*, *supra* note 228.

conviction. 228 Despite the uncertainty of how to sentence Barrientos, 229 the trial court chose to follow the guidelines of the new legislation. 230

In the sentencing hearing, defense counsel introduced several witnesses including peers, the defendant’s sister, a teacher, and a psychologist. 231 The court took into account the defendant’s background and his codefendant’s participation in the crime. 232 Despite the fact that Barrientos was seventeen at the time of the crime, he was described as a “calculating killer.” 233 The court chose to sentence Barrientos to the minimum of forty years, with eligibility for a one-time sentence review after twenty-five years. 234 Seeing that a court sentenced a seventeen-year-old “calculating killer” to the minimum sentence under the statute raises the question of how a court would sentence a younger, less-culpable defendant if it had true discretion to consider mitigating factors.

Since the Florida Supreme Court’s decisions regarding the retroactivity of *Miller* and the March 2015 legislation, there have not yet been any sentence reviews in which the provisions laid out by the new Florida Statute Section 921.1402 have come into play. However, there have been a few resentencing proceedings invoking the new legislation which may indicate how judges may view juvenile offenders in sentence review hearings. Additionally, the resentencing proceedings involving juveniles convicted under *Graham* and *Miller* prior to the enactment of House Bill 7035 can be instructive on how judges may consider some of the factors required under Florida Statute Section 921.1402.

Following the retroactive application of the new legislation, one such resentencing hearing was held in Fort Myers in June 2015. Ashley Toye and Roderick Washington, both seventeen at the time of the
offense, were resentenced to life without parole.\textsuperscript{235} Toye and Washington had been convicted of felony murder in the death of an eighteen-year-old and a fourteen-year-old whom they had “tied up, Tasered, carved with knives, doused with bleach, shot and burned.”\textsuperscript{236} The judge noted the “horrific” nature of the offense and stated that the aggravators outweighed the mitigators in explaining his choice to reimpose life sentences for Toye and Washington.\textsuperscript{237}

In resentencing proceedings prior to the enactment of House Bill 7035, some judges were extremely reluctant to release even those juvenile offenders who had exemplified model behavior while in prison and were convicted of non-homicide offenses. For example, Kenneth Young, who was given four life-without-parole sentences for non-homicide offenses at the age of fifteen, was granted a resentencing hearing in 2011 following the \textit{Graham} decision.\textsuperscript{238} Young came from a particularly troubled home, had no previous criminal record, had participated in his crimes with his mother’s crack dealer after the dealer had threatened to kill Young’s mother over her debt, and had even prevented the dealer from raping one of the robbery victims.\textsuperscript{239} In prison Young was a model inmate, earning certificates, learning a trade, and receiving only one disciplinary report in his eleven years of incarceration.\textsuperscript{240} However, while the court recognized that Young had been rehabilitated, the judge did not take Young’s rehabilitation into account when considering a new sentence and resentenced Young to thirty years in prison.\textsuperscript{241} If this is the sort of sentence that judges impose on a juvenile offender with such a sympathetic background, who has not even committed a homicide and has an exemplary prison record, is there any hope for release for juvenile offenders convicted of homicide at the one-time sentence review after twenty-five years?

Additionally, if the courts do end up using the provisions laid out in Florida Statute Section 921.1402 in resentencing or reviewing the
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sentences of juvenile offenders sentenced to life without parole before *Miller* or *Graham*, the prospect of those juvenile offenders being judged on rehabilitation based on their prison records is troubling. 242 Bryan Stevenson expressed disappointment that judges were relying on prison behavior reports in the resentencings under *Graham*, acknowledging that, because of “[t]he horrible conditions of confinement and their constantly being told that they would die in prison no matter how well they behaved,” many of these juvenile offenders have “long lists of disciplinaries.”243 Furthermore, most juvenile offenders sentenced to life without parole are not participating in rehabilitative programs in prison, mostly because prison policies do not allow “lifers” to do so.244 For youths that once felt little hope for release and likely saw no point in participating in rehabilitative efforts to be judged based on their rehabilitation may provide little relief in the way of release or sentence modification.245

**VI. APPROPRIATE FLORIDA SOLUTION**

A. What Florida Should Have Done

While the new provisions of House Bill 7035 do provide some hope and relief to juvenile offenders in Florida, the Florida Legislature missed the mark on the spirit of *Graham* and *Miller* and wasted an opportunity to make real change in the area of juvenile sentencing. Florida should have allowed judges more discretion in the term of years for sentencing and more opportunities for sentence review.

Florida could have followed the example of California’s legislation, which extends *Graham’s* mandate for a meaningful opportunity for release to all juveniles.246 California law gives all juveniles sentenced to life without parole or a lengthy term of years multiple opportunities for
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242. It is likely that prison disciplinary reports will be used in the determination of whether the juvenile offender “demonstrates maturity and rehabilitation.” *Id.*

243. STEVENSON, supra note 25, at 303.


245. The struggles of juvenile offenders who are released should not be forgotten. These people will have been incarcerated for much of their youth and developmental years. They will also have adult felony records with collateral consequences that will make it more difficult to obtain jobs and housing and will limit their rights. See *Branded For Life*, supra note 25, at 57 (discussing collateral consequences for juveniles charged and convicted as adults). “Florida disenfranchises convicted felons for life.” *Id.* at 71.

sentence review or parole, and also establishes provisions to help ensure that juvenile offenders are on the right track in prison to obtaining resentencing or parole. Additionally, South Dakota’s 2013 legislation, allowing judges broad discretion to give any term-of-years sentence up to life after a sentencing hearing considering several enumerated factors, provides an excellent example of what Florida could have done by way of discretion.

Another option for Florida that would have made the juvenile sentencing practices more in the spirit of Graham and Miller would have been to follow Pennsylvania’s model and require lower mandatory sentences for juvenile offenders fourteen-years-old and younger. Washington similarly passed legislation eliminating life without parole entirely as a sentencing option for juvenile offenders under sixteen. While this still would have limited judges’ discretion, it would have provided for different sentences for the less-culpable younger juvenile offenders than the more-culpable older juvenile offenders as the Court imagined in mandating discretion in Miller.

Furthermore, while Miller did not mandate the complete abolition of life without parole sentences for juveniles, Florida should have followed in the footsteps of other states and taken this opportunity to completely abandon life without parole as a sentencing option for any juvenile offender. The Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court decided in

247. Scavone, supra note 95, at 3477. California places juvenile offenders in the best position to obtain resentencing or parole by having juvenile offenders meet with the Board of Parole Hearings six years prior to their first parole eligibility date. Id.


December 2013 that all life without parole sentences for juveniles constitute cruel and unusual punishment because “their brains are ‘not fully developed.’”

Considering this as well as the rationales in both Graham and Miller against requiring the sentence of life without parole for any juvenile, as well as the mandate in Miller that life without parole be reserved as an “uncommon” sentence, Florida should have abandoned the practice altogether and, at the very least, included provisions that require the sentence of life without parole to actually be uncommon and not the presumed sentence.

B. The Future of Juvenile Sentencing

Roper, Graham, and Miller represent the Court’s first steps in entirely eliminating mandatory sentences for juveniles. Under the reasoning of these cases, all mandatory sentences for juveniles should be abolished and judges should be given discretion when sentencing juveniles for even the most serious crimes. Additionally, states should adopt restorative justice regimes in handling juvenile sentencing.

Furthermore, considering the “evolving standards of decency that mark the progress of a maturing society,” which shapes the Court’s determination of what constitutes cruel and unusual punishment under the Eighth Amendment, life without parole should be categorically abolished for juvenile offenders. The United States now stands alone in sending juveniles to prison for life without the possibility of parole. Because of this practice, the United States and Somalia are the only two
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member states of the United Nations “that have not ratified the Convention on the Rights of the Child—which bans life imprisonment for minors.”\textsuperscript{259} The United Nations’ March 2015 report on torture criticized the United States for being the only country that continues to use life without parole sentences for youth.\textsuperscript{260} The report stated, “[L]ife sentences without the possibility of release for children are expressly prohibited by international law,” and called such sentences “cruel, inhuman or degrading when imposed on a child.”\textsuperscript{261} Additionally, Pope Francis recently called for “the elimination of life sentences and abolition of all criminal penalties for children.”\textsuperscript{262}

While the international community has made clear where it stands on the United States’ practice of sentencing juveniles to life without parole, American views of extreme sentences for children are changing as well. In October 2014, the American Bar Association’s Criminal Justice Section “passed a resolution . . . calling on states and the federal government to abolish juvenile life without parole.”\textsuperscript{263} The ABA approved and adopted this resolution in February 2015.\textsuperscript{264} Additionally, recent surveys show that Americans’ views toward the juvenile sentencing practices have changed. While polls conducted in the 1980s and early 1990s indicated that most respondents “believed children who commit crimes should be held to the same standards as their adult counterparts,” the majority of respondents in a 2007 survey conducted by the Center for Children’s Law and Policy indicated that they believed “‘almost all youth who commit crimes have the potential to change’” and “incarcerating youthful offenders without rehabilitation is the same as
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giving up on them.” In the three years since Miller, states have been abandoning life without parole sentences for youth at a rapid pace. Considering the “number of states that allow the punishment, the direction and rate of legislative change, and the rarity with which the sentence is imposed in practice,” there is now a national consensus against juvenile life without parole and the Court should find that this practice now constitutes cruel and unusual punishment under the evolving standards of decency.

Furthermore, the United States should fully embrace the “children are different” mentality and halt the practice of charging juveniles, at least very young juveniles, as adults. Violation of due process is a serious concern in trying young juvenile offenders as adults. Bryan Stevenson argues that “[n]o child of twelve, thirteen, or fourteen can defend him- or herself in the adult criminal justice system” as these children are “vulnerable to all sorts of problems that increase the risk of a wrongful conviction.” Because of the inability of young teens to defend themselves in adult court, when given the chance, the Court should continue to make strides in juvenile jurisprudence and rule that it is a violation of due process for young juveniles to be tried as adults.

States may also consider extending protections for juvenile offenders to young adults. Neuroscience indicates that “the brain is still developing...
into the mid [twenties].”  

In October 2015, California acknowledged that young adults whose brains are developing should be treated as less culpable than older offenders and extended its juvenile parole provisions passed in the wake of Miller to persons between the ages of eighteen and twenty-two. Emerging science suggests that eighteen is an arbitrary age for holding young people culpable as adults and that young adults in their early twenties, even up to age twenty-four, could be deserving of the same protections as those under the age of eighteen.

Florida also should seek to limit the transfers of juveniles into the adult system, as Florida currently “transfers more children out of the juvenile system and into adult court than any other state.” The Department of Justice labeled Florida a “clear outlier” in a 2011 report about “the number of juveniles prosecuted as adults between 2003 and 2008.” Florida prosecuted juveniles as adults at a rate about five times higher than that of the other twelve states in the study. Once in the adult system, juveniles are removed from the system with safeguards and sentences designed particularly for young offenders and then become subject to extreme sentences and lifelong consequences. Under Florida’s direct file system, prosecutors have a great deal of discretion in which juveniles they choose to prosecute as adults. These decisions have been criticized as “arbitrary and unfair” and reflecting racial bias.

Refusing to prosecute young juveniles as adults as well as amending the
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direct file system would help to ensure that juvenile offenders receive due process and are not subject to laws and sentences designed for adults.281

VII. CONCLUSION

While House Bill 7035 brought Florida law into line with the Court’s determination that mandatory life without parole sentences are unconstitutional for juvenile offenders, the new legislation is not in line with the spirit of Graham and Miller and the Supreme Court’s “children are different” jurisprudence. The Florida Legislature missed an opportunity to change Florida law, recognize that children are different, and give second chances to juveniles who have been convicted of serious crimes.

As the Supreme Court continues to take into account the “evolving standards of decency”282 in interpreting the Eighth Amendment, life without parole for juveniles should be categorically barred and all mandatory sentences for juveniles should become unconstitutional. Additionally, there should be a ban on very young children being charged as adults. As such, the provisions set out in House Bill 7035, while constitutional under the current interpretation of the Eighth Amendment, will likely become unconstitutional upon further development of the “children are different” ideal. Florida should continue to take into account the unique qualities of youth in decisions regarding trying juveniles as adults and subjecting them to severe sentences. Florida should seek to implement further safeguards against such practices and seek to provide youth convicted of serious crimes with second chances.


282. For a discussion regarding the “evolving standards of decency,” see supra Part II.